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FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD. 

 

Peace to all of you who are in Christ. 

It is yet another opportunity in this academic year of 2009/2010 that we gather to share our ideas 

and views  through our Njiro Star magazine. This magazine is loaded with philosophical, 

theological and psychological reflections. It may challenge and refresh our minds as well equip 

us with knowledge.  

I would like, in a special way to extend my sincere thanks to the seminary administration which 

has worked hand - in - hand to produce this magazine. Especially I recognize the tireless work 

done by our rector Fr Justi Tarimo and Fr. Erasto Shayo our vice rector academic. Moreover, it is 

with immense joy that I welcome our new bursar, Fr. Renatus Assenga and our secretary Sr. 

Rebecca Makungu. May you make yourselves comfortable and settled so as to discharge your 

services fully. 

I must express my thanks to Professor Peter Clarke and Rev. Fr. Oliver O’Brian, who have 

patiently endured our struggles by revising and correcting errors in this magazine. I also 

recognize the contribution of sharing their ideas and intellectual discovery. 

Above all, though, I am deeply grateful to all the students and lecturers for their contribution and 

support. Your active participation on sending your reflective articles and jokes is as a result of 

my request. I express my joy and thanks to my editorial committee for their active participation 

and support. 

Finally, on behalf of the editorial committee, I wish you a pleasant reading and I hope you will 

discover the richness it carries. Together we have made it and now it is time to digest and ingest 

our efforts, with an aim of transforming our world. To the glory of God the Father, the Son and 

the Holy Spirit. 

Kamugisha Erasto. 

Chief Editor. 

 

The Philosophy of “wizi mtupu” 
 

 

On the Tanzanian local TV channel (TBC1), there is a comedy program 

which runs twice a week.  The title of the comedy is the “original 

komedi”. One of the main characters ,  arguing about a number of issues 

like politics, economy and moral integrity in the Tanzanian society at 

the present time, laments that things were not that way in the past but 

now   everything is “wizi mtupu” meaning that corruption is 

everywhere. Apart from corruption and the evident squandering of the 

public funds, the whole mentality of the society has changed from what 

it used to be. The actor calls what he tends to regard as the “golden” age of moral conduct in the 

society, “enzi ya mwalimu” ( the era of Julius Nyerere). During the time of Nyerere,  the first 
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President of the country, take policy socialism and self reliance was set on motion by the Arusha 

Declaration, the sense of personal integrity and truthfulness in life formed the strong ethos of the 

society. It was about being consistent and having the sense of purpose in a focused way. It called 

for the virtues of  patience and perseverance in any challenge of life knowing that the future 

would be better than the present as a result of sacrifices and hard work. Julius Nyerere,  

embodied such a spirit in his daily living. When the economy of the country was in recession, he 

invited all the Tanzanians to fasten their “belts” for eighteen months, hoping that the situation 

could be better after hard work and sacrifice.  

In the said comedy, the characters try to bring into light the image of a new generation of 

Tanzanians who are thirsty and greedy for quick riches without working hard. The comedians, by 

using the phrase “wizi mtupu” convey the message that corruption is rampant in various aspects 

of the society, for example, the leaking of national exams for Form Four and Form Six in the 

recent years. We as philosophers, who are called to search for knowledge and truth, are 

challenged to represent a different world to that of “wizi mtupu”. Our search for knowledge and 

truth in these three years of study is the foundation upon which we can continue to reiterate the 

philosophy of “enzi ya mwalimu”.  Being part of a society which inclines to “wizi mtupu”, the 

danger is to succumb and become compliant rather than being aware that “the human person not 

only lives in a world of values but is also able to create values from a personal 

perspective…….. And capable to contribute to the world of values from original point of 

view”.  The source of our originality of moral  values is the fact of being created in the image 

and likeness of God, now sharpened by philosophical thinking. This philosophical analysis 

should lead us back to the “enzi ya mwalimu” which recalls a life of integrity, self discipline and 

personal worth in our way of being and doing. Our philosophical research  guides us to organize 

the moral demands that we make upon ourselves.  Bansikiza, C., Restoring Moral Formation in Africa: Spearhead 

No.155, Limuru, Kolbe Press, 2001. p. 3  
The worst of all corruption is when it happens in the academic fields. When through corrupt 

practices, students are awarded what they do not merit, we are preparing for the death of the 

society. The memories are still fresh in our minds in recent years when a number of high rise 

buildings in the capital Dar Es Salaam fell and caused several deaths and loss of property due to 

architectural faults which could have been avoided. This could reflect architectural degrees 

obtained through the process of “wizi mtupu”. Again we remember the mix - up of two patients 

at the Muhimbili National Hospital about two years ago where a patient who was supposed to be 

operated on for a tumor  in the brain was operated on his knee and the one who was to be 

operated on the knee was operated on for a tumor in the brain! How could such a thing happen? 

The challenge we are having is to resist the temptation of looking for shortcuts in life which in 

the short run sounds good and clever enough to bring about success without toiling too much. 

However, in the long run it is the whole society which is sacrificed and the repercussions are 

huge and to a certain degree irreversible.  Let us hold on to the ethos of “enzi ya mwalimu” who 

is our political icon so that we can build up a society which is geared towards the search for 

truth. Let our philosophical speculations be the source of our search for truth and integrity. 

Bansikiza, C., Restoring Moral Formation in Africa: Spearhead No.155, Limuru, Kolbe Press, 2001. p. 3 

Fr. Justi Tarimo, CSSp 
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN: 2009-2010. I am profoundly honored and exceedingly 

humbled to take this auspicious opportunity to express my confidence in the executive 

committee, cabinet and entire Spiritan Missionary Seminary staff. I believe a lot has been 

achieved in this academic year 2009-2010. First, debate has been in place which improves our 

reasoning capacity. Both educative and informative talks have been organized for instance 

African Synod presided over by His Lordship from Zanzibar, Mission Awareness and South 

Africa before and after Apartheid. Cultural day which served as an avenue for showcasing our 

rich cultural diversity and gave us an opportunity to appreciate that there are more things that 

bring us together than divide us. Serial Numbers have also been introduced which students had 

requested of(43./ 2010). The visiting professors who have been of unfathomable benefit to both 

students and the institute at large are highly recognized ( Prof. Clarke and Lehman). It is of great 

pride that the class of 2010 will put on gowns and food was also being provided. It is a 

tremendous step for our institute and has made me happy as it was one of the things I enlisted in 

my election manifesto which helped me to circumvent my opponents. However, all these 

achievements were made possible by the continuous support from the staff and the Rector Fr. 

Justin Tarimo. Therefore, I take this time to thank all of them for their support which contributed 

to this achievement. This being the end of academic year 2009-2010, I would like to take this 

chance on behalf of SMS and the entire students fraternity to congratulate the class 2010 for their 

hard work devotion to academic work. I would encourage them to create the kind of self they 

would want to be and be happy to live the rest of their lives and match their grandest vision 

through tireless pursuit of a better future. Finally, many events in our lives disappointedly come 

to unanticipated end. We do breakups with our long-term friends. This is exactly what some of 

my brothers experienced when they were requested to leave their former religious houses. Dear 

brothers, no matter how much we worry or try to be cautious, the truth is nothing lasts forever. 

Though it is human to feel dejected, when things unpredictably end, it is more important that we 

take heart and move on. Take the end as the beginning of something new, exciting and 

refreshing. Be fair to yourself by exploiting your predicament to your advantage. All the best and 

may God bless you all.  
Spiritan Missionary is indeed my University........my pride..... my future..!!!!!! Jaketch Allan 

- ‘PREZO’  

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT DOES CIVILIZATION MEAN TO MAN. 

 Civilization is contrasted with primitiveness in the light of social development. Therefore 

civilization is the transition of man from savagery, or ignorance, to a higher level through social 

education. Man in his primitive state, or uncivilized condition, was one who had untrammeled 

expression of instinctual or spontaneous self; emotions were seldom suppressed as well as other 
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human drives. We would say, man was free in the true meaning of the word. There were no 

social inhibitions symptomatic of present civilization. Man would exploit the environment, 

without depleting it, or his fellows with callous impunity and never be rueful. Slavery was the 

ultimate symptom of primitiveness or barbarianism to be given the last coup de grace as man 

turned toward civilization and culture.  

  But what does civilization really mean to man? Is not civilization a gloss on primitiveness? Is it 

a real boon to man? What was its effect on man’s freedom, to curtail or foster it? What about the 

frequent bouts of uncivilized expressions in our contemporary civilized world ? Did civilization 

altogether succeed in refining man? Could civilization be an errant travesty? So does civilization 

mean real civilization or whitewashed primitiveness burnished with a veneer of what would be 

veritable civilization?  

  Education attends to civilization and the offshoots of civilization are institutions and norms in 

social, political, religious and economic spheres. Education, as the highway to illumination of 

man’s benighted state, strives to reclaim and rehabilitate from savagery and enthrone him on the 

pedestal of civilization. But to whose advantage does civilization work, to the entire mankind or 

a clique? For instance, with express emphasis on education, has man unlearned his alleged 

primitive backwardness? Through a prima facie survey, man would concur that he really has 

divested himself of savagery. But is this really the case? Yes, man has established social norms 

to govern him, but is they comprehensive and efficacious in their effects? Through education, 

man can presumptuously afford to designate himself educated, but is it not this egregious hubris? 

With his intellectual training and moral socialization, does man create a deeper and deeper abyss 

into which to jettison himself? What has social education molded man civilized man into, an 

authentic or a straight jacketed entity? If the education was for emancipation and enlightenment, 

why then are the allegedly uneducated alienated by the allegedly educated men? Are the 

educated- those emancipated and enlightened- the not turned into the benighted ones if their 

education is for alienation not assimilation, for segregation not coexistence, for exploitation not 

egalitarianism...?  

  Let us take a concrete example: with the enfranchisement of slaves, did man dispense with 

thralldom- and all its mutations?  Or has slavery morphed into other socially acceptable forms? 

The intended objective of slaves, of course, was for exploitation to benefit the few. Is today’s 

labour market not a socially acceptable clone of slavery? Who are the real beneficiaries of 

industrialization and economic prosperity? Is it not the elites the proletariat? Where do you 

belong. Which social pigeonhole? Who slaves away the large part of his life and ends up with 

excruciating improvishment and who whiles away time which culminates in prosperity? What is 

slavery for you? Or will you say this is civilized slavery? You embrace everything prefixed with 

civilized or done within the purlieus of civilization!  

    My disposition is not Freudian, but what about our sexuality-the pleasure principle? The 

primitive man, after fighting for the privilege, would go about displaying his carnality with the 

passionate ingeniousness of a rooster. But what has civilization and social education, done to our 

sexual forthrightness? Social education claims to offer us probity by stipulating norms and 

entrenching institutions to uphold the established status quo, but is it just skin-deep affectation? 

If you disaffirm, what then is the reason for surreptitious fixation with prurient salacity in the 

context of civilization? Yes, the open expression of sexuality has been repressed though not 
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defused and thus it will continue to seek outlets in nefarious ways. Isn’t the enterprise of 

civilization a self-defeatist one?  

  Possibly you would like to point out to me various achievements of civilization such as 

industrial and scientific advancement, economic development, political and social organization, 

inter alia. Of course, this is true compared to primeval times, but only a perfunctory panoramic 

overview will reveal this state of affairs. However, relax and take a profound peek into the affairs 

of humanity itself. And you will notice  espy the extremes of crass exploitation, conspicuous 

consumerism, insidious and invidious competition, flagrant societal stratification on the level of 

endowment, earthshaking and covert moral deterioration, belligerent military bracing, and 

interpersonal and internecine antagonism and animosity. Tell me then, at what level has 

civilization fructified? On the cosmetic or genuine level?  The weak-kneed will succumb to the 

burden of disillusionment, but my person is not. The optimist will call me a disoriented pessimist 

and a reactionary will calumniate me as a forlorn anarchist. The educated will designate me as an 

ignorant maverick. Proper, the approach is not exhaustive. But a philosopher will desist from 

rash judgment, and will impartially criticize and objectively debunk.  

  But before my person conveys the position espoused, you will have to answer these questions; 

No, they are just rhetoric and it is my person thinking aloud. What has civilization essentially 

achieved, to civilize the primitive or to render more primitive the alleged educated? Is 

civilization a perpetuation of authenticity or hypocrisy? Given an opportunity, who would you 

embody, a genuine savage or a civilized hypocrite? In a nutshell, is civilization an enterprise in 

futility?  As a student, the worth of philosophy is not in what it  (education) does for you, but 

rather what you make of it. Does creative cogitation encumber you? Quit, sorry, persist.     

 ANDREW KANDIA 1st Year. (PALLOTINES)                                 

  

JOKES 

SUGAR MUMMY                                                                                                          

Mother: Paul! Paul!  

            Paul: Yes please, mum 

            Mother: Put sugar in my tea. 

            Paul: Yes mum. One spoon, two spoons, three 

spoons/…….. 

Mother: But Paul why should you put much sugar in my tea? 

Paul: Because I heard some boys  around calling   you sugar 

mummy 

 

  

THE VALUE OF TIME 

      Do you wish to know the value of time 

      Ask a student who has been awarded probates class. 

      Do you wish to know the value of a month 

      Ask a woman who is about to deliver 
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     The value of an hour 

      Ask a person who has missed a flight 

     The value of a minute 

      Ask a person who has just escaped from an accident 

     The value of a second Ask an athlete who has just won a gold medal 

      Time is a succession of moment. 

Remember, time is a determinant factor of one’s success. 

Many of the differences that exist between human beings are the result of people’s usage of time 

 

 BRO. MUSINGUZI PETER KABASEKE, a. a 

 

FROM THE SPORTS DESK:                                                        

Generally, this sports body has experienced a lot of success during our time in office in Spiritan 

Missionary Seminary, an Institute of Philosophy in Arusha. 

This affirmative claim has been confirmed by the several 

victorious and tremendous moments of sports within the 

Institute and outside. This was among the objectives and 

strategic efforts to the plicate previous sports records by 

taking the possible resolutions for implementation within the 

bracketed Academic year. Precisely and primarily, the 

intention was to reinforce our performances by actualizing the 

potentialities of our teams by setting them a standard of 

winning external matches. In the same perspective, honor and recognition has to be expressed to 

the Rector of the Institute for the motivation given to our teams. We thank you as a sports master 

for the new Jerseys of both teams and also for various acts of support to the players. Thank you 

indeed Rev. Fr. JUSTI TARIMO for your enthusiasm and zealous spirit of support for our 

teams. 

 

Maua victory 

This was quite a memorable encounter in which our opponents embraced a defeat 

challenge. Apparently, since the beginning of the matches, the guys were tough. However, we 

ultimately vanquished them by a margin of three to one goals. This was the reality of the matter 

in soccer. This possibility could have been due to the presence of our dear outgoing 3rd year 

football giants. These football giants include: Melkiory alias Kiwango and Kilula Dickson, the 

former Sports Coordinator. These two have been in the striking line and hardly ever could they 

let us down with their fantastic shooting. We also remember John P. John in his competence as a 

defending champion. Oh! Men we shall always miss your competence  

Nevertheless, the effort of the giant Volleyballers has to be rightly recognized and appreciated. 

Whenever they land on the volleyball pitch,  our confidence in their anticipated victory can 

never be shaken. They were really the players they wished to be when it came to field matters. 

They dismissed the boys back at Maua with no sympathy. They took three sets against two. With 

our profound appreciation, Urbanus Kioko (Uncle), Ouma Charles, John Mbogo, Msingwa, 
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Sospeter Muthee and Onderi Denis (referee) will have to be thanked greatly for setting and 

defending the historical championship of the volleyball team. For sure we will miss your 

competence.   
The Sports In with the Don Bosco 
    This was quite a different reality of cost sharing in which they took the football match with 

two goals to our one. However, in volleyball they just didn’t make it. They were defeated by 

three to two. This was held in the October of 2009. This was a challenge posed to our footballers 

within our Institute. Nevertheless, their spirit was not at all dimmed, forgot the past, and they 

forged forward to make a positive difference in the later matches.  
Intercommunity competitions. 

The events held later turned out to be dramatic and historical for the Spiritans to lose the 

football trophy to the Passionists. Actually, since 1997, the Spiritans have always won both 

football and volleyball in the Intercommunity competitions. However, it turned out to be 

miraculous for them to lose the football trophy at the final stage. Events had to take their course 

through penalties after a confirmed draw. Anyway, lose not your heart and congratulations for 

winning the volleyball trophy. Congrats Passionists for your strategic efforts. However, will you 

be in a position of defending your trophy? It’s a challenge!!! Right? 

 

Interclass Competitions 

When the competitions took place in September 2009, 3rd Years won both football and 

volleyball matches. The competitions were precisely intended to welcome the 1st Year Students 

to the world of Sports. Yes, welcoming them, but they seemed to welcolike a nightmare for even 

though the 3rd Years won in football, it was empirically confirmed directly from the football field 

that they did it just by a “whisker”. Hey! The 1st Year football was just a hard nut to crack. The 

evidence for this claim is sufficient because currently, ¾ of Institute’s Football team is 

comprised of the 1st Year players. However, in the competitions of Jan-Feb the 1st Years took the 

football trophy as the 3rd Years managed the volleyball one. Congrats 1st Years and 3rd Years but 

challenge to you 2nd Years who are just swaying within the victory of you brothers. Come on, 

wake up 2nd Years!!!  

 

 

Kibosho Encounter 

It was quite a good experience meeting those giants of the game. However, our teams challenged 

them both football and volleyball. The results were a draw of one goal in soccer and in volleyball 

we took three sets against two and this qualified our teams to be winners so we did not waste the 

fuel and the expenses of the new very comfortable hired bus. It was all happiness for the victory. 

This contest was held on the 13th February, 2010 

By crowning my sentiments, I wish to thank each and every individual who has 

supported the Institute’s sports body. Specifically I thank the referees e.g. Fr. Luke Mbefo, Cssp, 

and Fr. Hans (M. Afra.) both in the football matches. Additionally, thanks to Onderi Denis and 
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Michael Kasia (students) for your occasional voluntary spirit to be referees in volleyball 

matches. Once again Thanks to Fr. Rector, Justi Tarimo for supporting the sports department. 

Thanks to all especially the sports committee for your sincere cooperation.  

ARTICLE BY: MUTINDA DENNIS, 

               Institute’s General Sports Coordinator (2009-2010). 

 

1. FUN AND LAUGHTER 

A man was once advised by his doctor to run for 8km every day for 24days in order to lose 

weight. 

On the 20th day the doctor called. 

Doctor: Hey, how are you doing? 

Man:    Im doing well,  Doctor. 

            I have actually lost 10kgs so far. But the problem is that is 160kms away from home. 

 2. What did the necktie say to the hat? 

     You go on ahead. 

     I shall hang around for awhile. 

 3. Do you know the difference between a nurse and a nun? 

    The nun only has to serve one God. 

 4. Age is A very high price to pay for maturity. 

5. Life: Never stop believing in the beauty of your dreams because without them we are nothing.        

Life is much deeper than you think. 

 6. I just bought 500 sadam t-shirts, they are a bit tight around the neck .  But they hang well.  

                  BRO. MUSINGUZI PETER KABASEKE, (ASS) 

 

 

  Comedy. 

Hey read this! 

If you want to know the balance account of your life, press salvation. To recharge 

reject sin. Free call to Jesus, kneel. Customer care, Yer 33:3. To send credits to 

another person proclaim the gospel. For further details consult the Bible.  

By Erasto Kamugisha. 

 

The exams. 
After passing the exams, the father asked his son what he wants as a gift. 

Father: my son, congratulations and tell me what you want. 

Son: thanks daddy, please pay for me the dowry to the grandfather. 

Father: to whom are you going to get married? 

Son: I want to marry the grandmother. 

Father: no, no, you cannot marry her because she is my mother. 

Son: but father, you have got married to my mother. 

By Kamugisha Erasto. 
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AN IDEA THAT HAS RIPENED FOR THE AFRICAN. 

 

 

 Students of the history of ideas will recall this platitude: many obviously self-assured 

thinkers announce with some regret that their intuitions were ahead of their era. It remained for a 

latter generation to capture and implement those insights. 

Copernicus, for instance, computed the heliocentric 

system of the universe but kept it for a later generation to 

publish. Galileo was imprisoned for vindicating his hero 

with the help of the telescope. Philosophers like Kant and 

Leibniz equally felt that their contemporaries were not 

intellectually equipped to understand their philosophical 

disquisitions. How does this observation concern Africa? 

Then listen to this. 

Perhaps of all the continents of the world, Africa has 

been the most abused and the most misused. It does not 

seem correct to dismiss its slavery and colonial past as an 

episode in its history as some historians have tended to 

do. Indeed the long-term effect of that phase of its history has been a sense of inferiority when 

Africans are dealing with their peers. Poverty, misgovernment, corruption, disease and allied 

negativities have combined 

to sustain its underdeveloped status and location as the outsider on the margin of civilization. 

Europeans are not tired of reminding Africans of all the economic aids they have poured into the 

continent and the lack of fruit such helps have failed to deliver. Should it continue to remain a 

pariah region of the world’s mercy fund? Although it has minerals, it has no indigenous 

engineers to mine them. Although it has agriculturally fertile fields, it lacks the theoretical know-

how. Evidently the time has come for all that miserable impression to change. The most recent 

indication of the change in attitudes and in the rethinking of the African situation was 

dramatically proclaimed at Obama’s election trail by his African-American slogan: “Yes, we 

can”! This slogan was an expression of this unequivocal African conviction of innate 

competence namely, that what other races can do, the Africans can equally achieve, if given the 

chance. 

This conviction is really the choke that fuelled the freedom fighters, our erstwhile often forgotten 

African patriots. These were people who believed in the autonomy of the African people to 

arrange their world as they saw best. They did not build a Great Wall like China to wade off 

foreign incursion but they exhibited courageous resistance to foreign occupation.  There were 

myriads of undocumented resistances to European and Arabic slavery on both the Atlantic and 

Indian seaboards of the Continent. The Mau-Mau and the Maji-Maji of Kenya and Tanganyika 

respectively were clandestine and populist resistance movements. The same could be said of the 

Ekumeku and Ohafia head-hunters of the West African coast. But how could arrows and 

witchcraft withstand the maxim guns and heavy artilleries of the invaders? The difference in the 
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fire-power was simply awesome. The entire world knows about the Holocaust suffered by the 

Jews under the Nazis. Nobody speaks of the slaughter fields that accompanied the so-called 

“scramble for Africa”. In his acceptance speech of his Nobel Prize for Literature in 1986, Wole 

Soyinka of Nigeria attributed the forgiving spirit of Africans to their upbringing in African 

Traditional Religion. I am sure this hypothesis is open to disputation. Nevertheless, however way 

it has become history, European imperialism did hamper the development of the indigenous 

spirit of creativity that would have been the expression of the African genius. European presence 

with its superior provisions for the conditions of human activity made Africans dependent. The 

evidence for this is the self-assumed obligation of the colonialists to build up the African 

personality in the way human personality has emerged in Europe. This is the real meaning of the 

colonial project code-named “the white man’s burden”. 

Pioneer African patriots refused to be defined by European standards. Paradoxically, these 

Africans went through European schools and could in no way divest themselves of European 

attitudes. Nkrumah proclaimed an ambitious if not a utopian “Pan-Africanism”. Mobutu decreed 

“Authenticite” that revolutionized attitudes in the then Zaire. Nyerere’s  Arusha Declaration 

articulated a form of African socialism that initiated a paternalism that tended to rob people of 

the dynamism of individual enterprise. Overnight, there was a concerted sweep of European 

names from African realities. Gold Coast became Ghana. Rhodesia reverted to Zambia and 

Zimbabwe. Christian names were jettisoned for the indigenous. A Nigerian military leader 

theorized that Africa had its own understanding of democracy. Chaka the Zulu resurrected in 

General Idi Amin.  This was a veritable “wind of change” as the then British Prime Minister, 

Harold MacMillan assessed the combatively aggressive emerging Africa.  As usual, the Church 

seems late in reading the signs of the times. But in the recent past African Catholic bishops at the 

Vatican  while attending the Synod for Africa joined in this politically charged movement for the 

emergence of the true African.  The Bishops issued a clarion call to Africans: “Africa, take up 

you pallet and walk!” Actually, the sentence is taken from the Gospels where Jesus used those 

words to set a cripple free.  By employing the words of the Master, the Bishops are issuing a 

potentially incendiary document, a time bomb if falsely understood. In other words, they are 

encouraging Africa to grab hold of her destiny with both her hands. Emerge from foreign 

tutelage and have the courage to guide your affairs without direction from outside. This includes 

leadership in a responsible and accountable way. For the students of the history ideas, this 

challenge is tantamount to the motto of the European Enlightenment of the eighteenth century as 

defined by Immanuel Kant:  Sapere aude!  That Enlightenment, according to respectable 

scholars, has led to a new paganism. Hopefully, the charge of the African Bishops will lead to 

Africa’s authenticity and self-discovery. The events of the next few years will show how the 

bishops and the politicians, those decision-makers in Church and state on the African continent 

embrace this challenge. The time for harvest has come. 

Fr. Luke Mbefo, C.S.Sp 

 

Oh Mother Africa. 
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 Oh Mother Africa 

You mother all your children and neighbours 

You feed and keep all without getting tired 

You provide freely without demanding a tip 

You shelter the beautiful nature 

The beautiful warm sun, the green and brown environment 

The hills, plains, valleys, rivers, and lakes 

You store them all for us to enjoy always 

 

Oh Mother Africa 

You welcome and keep all life on your huge chest 

You keep all the precious minerals in your stomach 

You painfully stomach all the havoc we do onto you 

You never grumble at our bad deeds to you 

For we all always undress you and keep you bare 

We burn your robes and leave you helpless 

But slowly and painfully you dress again 

And patiently give us your floor to enjoy ourselves 

Like all parents, your love keeps flowing on us 

 
Oh mother Africa 

Who knows, you could decide to open and swallow us all 

But your unending mercy keeps going on and on  

Who knows, you could free all the waters and drown us 

But your undying love always keeps us 

Who knows, you could decide to turn us upside down and bury us 

But your unbending goodness keeps a sharp eye on us 

 

Oh mother Africa  

Your goodness beats all goodness  

Your mercy defies all mercies 

Your love leaves other loves wondering 

Your patience leaves others astounded 

Your kindness is but of great astonishment 

Oh mother if we were to repay you for your providence 

Who on this earth would manage to live for a day 

Who would pay the cost of water, light and soil 

 

Oh mother Africa 

I pray for those who harm you to change 

Those against have but missed the point   

It’s because of you that we are here 

If your providence would stop 

Who would live even for a day 
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Mother Africa  

We depend on you 

We should protect you for what you do to us 

Let us preserve you Mother. 

 

By Amos Niwahereza. St Mbaaga seminary Arusha. 

amosn20@yahoo.com 

 
Students’ secretary Spiritan Missionary Seminary,  NJIRO -  

ARUSHA                                             

 

 The academic year 2009 -2010 presented and marked a crucial transition both in the higher authority and students’ 

leadership. It is where the Rector and his vice Rector Academics were replaced and so too the students’ chairman, 

General Secretary and The Sports Co-coordinator. New leadership comes 

in with brand new  ideas and strategies.  The year set off with some 

detrimental hardships and difficulties but as we come to its close we are 

happy to look at our efforts and afford a smirk and a smile. 

There is no single individual  whom this praise, efforts and fruitful results 

can be attributed. This has been as a result of dynamic, Omni-

dimensional mutual relationships, continuous support and cooperation,  

team- work and the good spirit that has prevailed among the students and 

professors. We count ourselves fortunate and blessed to have hosted The 

Mission Awareness Team which discussed extensively the essence and 

paramount impact of missionary works. All the students actively and 

attentively took part.  

Consequently, for the sole purpose of social cohesion, widening and deepening awareness of our fellow brethren 

who refer to Mohamed as their last prophet, the second year students attended a full week seminar on Islamic. The 

students and the invitees were appreciative and said that, in terms of relevance, the course was real in the sense that 

it was seen as having a meaning in life. 

Some neglect due to We felt that our various and diversified rich cultures suffered abandonment and ignorance. For 

its healing measures the Institute organized a cultural day. All ethnic groups within the Institute here in Njiro 

prepared and presented their assorted cultural values through various activities such as traditional African songs, 

local brews, food, dress and costumes, drama and  narration of fables. 

Literature intellectuals could not be left behind due toiled lip. They informed a new enterprise in the form of debates 

where the impact was quite outstanding. A very lively and excellent participation was registered. More sophisticated 

and highly developed strategies are still in the process. 

For the sake of good balanced human growth, i.e. both spiritual, so we look forward to even thanks and intellectual, 

end of first semester was marked by a brilliant talk on spiritual matters by His Lordship Bishop Augustine Shao- 

Bishop of Zanzibar. He updated all religious groups within Arusha, on what was intensely discussed in the African 

Synod. This took place in  our Social Hall. 

Unlike before, all the lecture halls have now a multimedia system; a TV screen and DVD/cassette reader 

have been installed. A Screen and projector for power point presentation for lecture use appropriate has been 

mailto:amosn20@yahoo.com
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provided. Indubitably, the Spiritan Missionary Seminary Institute of Philosophy is more than a mere seminary, 

more than a home; we are almost like into  paradise. The conducive environment and serene atmosphere is 

contributed to by the ever-green grass fields, colored flowers, and  various kinds of trees. All provide a silence, 

tantalizing  for high voltage brains to work intelligently, intellectively and also spiritually meditative nourishment.  

Every day is a new day. It comes and goes unnoticed though each has its own story and tales to tell. It leaves behind 

its records of events. It’s all about the question of an unfolding future. It’s only the other day when the infant 

seminary was conceived and brought to birth in 1986. Soon the seminary will be celebrating its 25th birthday the so 

called the Jubilee celebration. 

 

BIENVENUE A TOUS. 

 

   MICHAEL KIILU. HOLY GHOST. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relax and have fun.   

 

1) Choose a number from 1 through 9. 

Multiply the number by 41. 

Then multiply your answer by 271. 

What is the result? 

Try this again with a different number. Do you see a pattern? Yes I do. 

2) In a magic square, the sum of the numbers in every row, column, and diagonal is the same. 

Rearrange the numbers shown to make a magic square with a magic sum of 12.   

               0 1 2 

               3 4 5 

               6 7 8 

Facts and fun. 

Do you know? 
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The human eyes are always the same size from birth, but the nose and ears never stop growing.  

1. When you sneeze, all your bodily functions stop, even your heart. It is also impossible to 

sneeze with your eyes open. 

2. If you hold your nose and cover your mouth when sneezing, it can blow out your eyeballs! 

3. On average a person eats about 500 kg of food each year.  

4. The average cough comes out of your mouth at a speed of about 96.5 km/h 

                                          Compiled by Daniel Akello 

   FISRT YEARS 

 John F Kennedy while addressing the Senate once said that proper words in proper places make 

the true definition of  style.  For those who have to discuss climate change, Copenhagen will be a 

suitable place while those who receive their Nobel peace prize Oslo will be the place. It was on 

18th August the year 2010 when the newly initiated philosophers 

kicked off their philosophical journey. The 90 minutes had just 

begun. All the brains from Kenya, Uganda, Burundi, Rwanda 

and Tanzania totaling  47 students were brought under one title 

as first year students. Apart from coming from different 

countries, they came from different religious communities. It 

was quiet interesting to watch as the first year philosophers 

expressed their enthusiasm both in class and outside. They 

showed and they still show a spirit of togetherness in all that 

they do.  This has created a conducive environment for active 

participation and mutual understanding among them. They have 

proved to the whole institute and the locality  that they are a 

football powerhouse and a force to  be reckoned with. Asked to give their views, one of the 

analysts commented that the first years have a football team that can compete in English Premier 

League. As they strive to the end of want his begun are always wide open to every formal and 

non formal who is ready to share with them different aspects of life. We pray to God that this 

kind of spirit may continue to flourish among them. Amen  

    By    MOSS M. MARTIN  First year philosopher (2009-2012) HOLY HOST.  

 

FANTA- Foolish African Never Take Alcohol 

LAGER-Ladies Are Generally Eager to Receive. 

SPRITE-Stupid Priest/people Roam In Town Everyday 

Prepared  

By Baltazar Amani. Spiritan 

 

The Disease of our Systems. 
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I have been trying to carefully to observe most the systems in our countries, but what I have 

found out is that some are really  waste of time and the few that would be of  some great 

importance to man are in an utter mess and the system of education in particular. 

  Take an example of the theoretical studies that we have of a man who wants to become a 

priest, he spends years struggling with Philosophy, but tell me after becoming a priest apart from 

some few ideas here and there what else does Philosophy help him? Am not saying Philosophy is 

useless, but honestly speaking what will the study of naturalists or  atomists will help him in his 

duty of serving the people of God? I give you another example, when I was in primary  and 

secondary school my intension was to become a lawyer, but don’t get surprised when I tell you 

that I was forced to study all science subjects which at the end of it all reduced my marks, that I 

could hardly be admitted in University.  I passed the relevant subjects to the course like 

Literature and English because I expected them to be of value in my future, but the imposition of 

mathematics, biology, chemistry and so on let me down. The reason is simple, I never liked them 

because for a person of my intension I considered them almost useless and in  my case indeed 

they were. 

  I have mentioned this but there are actually many other examples. My view in all of this 

is that a selective system should be put in place where by everybody studies what is really 

important and can help him in his life. Otherwise, am intensely against this process of equipping 

students with material of so little or no future they have no help at all. 

 As if education is not the only one there are others which make me wonder and Politics is 

one of them. When I say politics, I mean the ruling institutions  in our countries. The powers that 

govern everything are rooted in politics, but how does politics as a system of leadership work?  It 

just opens ways for people to enter  offices and do nothing there. Take an example of a small 

country like Uganda, small as it is , have more than 200 members of parliament and about 80 

districts each with a chain of leadership or is it leadership anyway. All these people receive 

summa salaries but what is there to show considering the fact that every ministry that lies under 

their leadership is in a real mess? Believe me if you want, but corruption has become a common 

characteristic in our so called politics to the extent that I sometimes wonder whether there would 

be any  politics without this evil. The way in which it is fondled as if it’s an article of great value 

defies my understanding. 

 From one of my writings about the same topic and I wrote “With this corruption that has  

arena to the point of assimilating itself to leaders, I think what we need is a revolution similar to 

what happened in France in 1789.” Until the day when I see the hungry and poor hungry and 

poor for genuine reasons, I fear  the day I will also change my mind. But at the moment I still fail 

to imagine how an international road can have pot holes big enough to be called a small lake, 

how garbage can accumulate in a city until certain roads cannot be used because of the 

exceedingly  smell and overfilled garbage pits that the road has become a substitute, to mention 

but the most painful. Remember  on top of all this, somebody is still driving in a convoy of more 

than 30 vehicles, his puppets in the latest models of Benzes on top of intensive and extensive 

comfort for his family and definitely the additional “known by few” communities. Let the wise 

get my point. It’s just  different ways of building the nation.  

AMOS NIWAHEREZA. M.AFR.   
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LIFE THERE YOU ARE. 

 

 Life is not as simple as we may think or take it. It has many 

hindrances. It does not like giving way unless you force it to do so. 

Life you think of it carefully and tears will lose control and will start 

flowing down your cheeks like a stream of water. Life,  is a 

dangerous dragon that produces fire, fire that burns innocent people, 

making them thinks of incredible stories like committing suicide and 

killing other people among other evils. Oh, life, life… What 

about in various places? Oh my brothers and sisters. There are 

major generals, assistant generals, the staff; advisors and non 

advisors. The third group is the most active, the advisors. 

Without advisors no progress would  be made. Yes, there they 

are, advisors comfortably but it i9s only a belief. These advisors 

carry strings with them and some decide to carry more than 

necessary. They hang them all over, and when you try to trespass 

by there you are by the neck. Pains to all body tissues. No 

rescue, no say, suffer first talk later, can be named injustice. 

 Life, play your part. But the thing is, life is natural, it is three quarters a person. His or 

she beautifies reward makes only one quarters life. Alpha to Omega, life creates great shame to 

reflection. When I think of life, I almost feel that the last judgment is a few steps away. God help 

your people, I pray that people may look after  other people is  affairs. Help your people God. 

Make us to be able to do to others as we would like it done to us. People should learn how to 

forgive and they  shall be forgiven. Let us pray to God to inherit what we deserve, that is, what 

He has kept for us. Amen. If a little knowledge is dangerous, tell me any man who is out of 

danger. 

NJAGI SILAS NYAGA HOLYGHOST. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAN: THE ME AND THE MYSELF. 

         The idea of dualism in Descartes presents man as having of two distinct dimensions; mind 

and body. This is fine when we consider the essential composition of man. But the trouble is how 
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to account for unity in a single being and for the single operation of these two distinct 

substances. 

Descartes failed to critically understand the complexity and unity of a human being. A human 

being is more than a body and a mind. 

Mind and body, individually, do not make up a human being. 

Descartes understood the essential composition of a human being-mind and body, but he 

mistakenly understood them to be separate. As mind and body (of a single unity) man is a 

knowing being. 

        There is no thinking and the thinker, knowing and the knower separately in me. There is 

only me and myself, making up a knowing being of a single identity. I use the terms the me and 

the myself to refer to the body and the mind or the self respectively. Descartes poorly understood  

what man is. Being is one; there can’t be two distinct beings in the same being. Mind (alone) and 

body alone do not make up a being, but their union. It is for this reason that being cannot be 

separated from knowing.  

Locke and Hume too are in the same fate of poor understanding of man. Locke holds that “we 

cannot know the experiencing self” and that, “There is something I know not what.” There is a 

greater possibility that Locke and Hume did not understand themselves. 

There is in fact no other being in us apart from this same experiencing being. Looking for any 

other being apart from oneself will be a Descartes’ dualistic (split) understanding of man. I am a 

being  that knows myself and not the bundle of sensations. The  body and  the psyche are not two 

distinct beings. A human being is a unified whole and should be understood as such. Locke and 

Hume  want to split the human being into two, by looking for the self (that which is knowing) 

independent of themselves. 

One will not see oneself outside oneself, for this will be an illusion, a self deceit. 

Locke’s and Hume’s method of searching for the self implicitly suggests Descartes’ dualism 

because they want to see another (full) being, the self apart from themselves: such kind of 

understanding lacks self- appropriation. 

        At the level of morality, this split understanding of a human being encourages 

irresponsibility of one’s action. Hume and Locke are aware of the myself or the self, but claim 

not to know it. The appropriation of the me is the source of morality. 

  This awareness of me suggests what Kant calls the categorical imperative in us. It is then 

through the myself that we own our responsibilities. Saying, “I did it myself” would be owning 

one’s responsibility genuinely. The same applies to saying “it is me who did it.” Therefore, the 

me (the body) and the myself are inseparable. 

       The highest level of self- appreciation is the understanding of the me, which Locke and 

Hume lack. Once you understand the myself, there is no way of looking for it outside,  for the 

myself is evident within us, since any other experience, mental or physical, involves the myself, 

which without the me cannot sense, understand or judge. Therefore, understanding the me (the 

knower) is understanding the myself (the knowing)  

        The understanding of the me, which is the highest level of self appropriation, leads to the 

knowledge of God. It is because of the me that we are capable of metaphysics and theology. The 

I, thus, enable us for this absolute knowledge. Failure to grasp the myself led Hume to be 
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skeptical of God’s existence. Therefore, the knowledge of God and of metaphysics is found in 

the grasp of the me, knowledge of which without the me is impossible. Thus, the me and the 

myself are a one and inseparable unity whole, making up a human being. 

BY MARTIN KASONGO 3rd Year  M.AFR. 

 

DESIRE, ASK, AND ACT. 

 Whoever  is wise let him show his work in the weakness of wisdom. But of he who has 

bitter jealousy and selfish ambition in his heart does not boast and be false to the truth. The best 

wisdom is first pure and then peaceable, gentle and open to reason, full of mercy and good fruits 

without uncertainty or insecurity. 

 You desire and do not get and so you quarrel. You do not have because you do not ask. 

So you suffer. You suffer because you ask wrongly. So, we should learn how to begin the 

meekness of time. Let us conduct ourselves wisely towards every human being regardless of 

color, rationality, gender e.t.c. Let our speech always be gracious and seasoned with salt. So that 

we may know how we ought to answer everyone. This will always result in jubilation to any eye 

that encounters thus act. NJAGI SILAS NYAGA. 1St YEAR. HOLY GHOST 
 

 

  PRIDE 

        Pride is thought of in most cases as a normal reality in our human life. To some people, 

pride is attributed to be moral vice of which to some extent they aren’t pseudo. Let us  extract the 

idea of pride and see what it  means in actual sense. 

       According to my thinking, pride is the attitude of thinking that one is better than others and 

of  looking down on them as lesser individuals. It is  the feeling that you are better or more 

important than other people. The Oxford  English dictionary defines pride as feeling of pleasure 

or satisfaction which one gets from doing something well, from owning something excellent or 

widely admired. Pride should not be confused with self esteem which is the opinion and feeling 

of being happy with your own character and abilities.  Self esteem does not depend on wealth, 

talent or nationality, but rather it is the act of faith and the gift of Yahweh. 

       The scriptures tell us that “God created man in his own image” Gen 1:27. This image is the 

attribute that makes us more God - like, and less animal like. Thus, God gave us  intellect and 

will  such that we can discern good from evil; this activity is carried on  the soul of man which is 

the seat of God’s image in man. The rational and moral capacities give us the ability to know 

whether what we do is good or bad, loving or stupid. Hence, we can reason, love and act in a 

morally upright way, or badly. 

Who is a proud man? 

 He who boasts himself of observing all the rules and is faithful to all devotional practices and 

judges others badly for not observing as he is doing. 

 He who is a leader but does  not open the door for others to criticize all what he is doing. 

 He who is always happy with the failures of others. 
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 He who feels being holy because he lives poorly prays longer and observes the rules more 

perfectly. 

 

 He who feels that he is more intellectual than others. 

Note 

Pride is not a sin if one possesses a healthy pride. 

Where does pride come from? 

        As Christians, the scriptures provide us with the origin of pride in connection with the fall 

of man. Man chooses to be independent from God.  After a long discussion with the serpent, the 

devil managed to entice Eve, No! You will not die! “Your eyes will be opened and you will be 

like God” Gen 3:5. When Eve accepted those words from the serpent pride was born in us human 

beings. For that reason, Pride is the essence of sin and the central failing of every individual, and 

it’s linked to specific body parts: the eyes, mouth, and the heart. 

         Hence, if you and I have fallen into the category of proud people, please let us Endeavour 

to come out of it. This is because God opposes proud people and  will bring them down. 

Source. 

Cowie, A.P. ed. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary: of Current English, 4th edition. Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1989. 

The New Jerusalem Bible, Standard Edition. London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1985. 

 

 

 RELEVANCE OF THE RITES OF PASSAGE    

    Birth 

In the African,  rites of passages have dramatically changed since the onset of  modernity which 

includes the Chris tianization of certain rites. For instance birth rites, has been replaced by 

baptism, Holy Communion and confirmation. Birthday parties, moreover nowadays marks rite of 

passage as degree ceremonies. Many children are being born in hospitals and this means that 

birth is no longer a community affair but an  individual one. Initially, 

pregnant women were exempted from work and were assisted by the 

neighbors. This no longer exists in some communities and it is only 

those who are close to the family that will congratulate the mother of 

the child and maybe even offer some gifts to the new born baby. 

Names which were given by the parents are nowadays being given by 

the church pastors if the family is Christian. Some communities used 

to kill twins as they were seen as curse to the community but with the 

coming of Christianity this ritual is less widespread. 

Initiation 

Initiation which was seen as a rite of passage to adulthood is declining in some ethnic groups and 

or has taken another form due to urbanization, Christianity and western influence. For instance 

some communities today take their children to hospitals to be circumcised, and this reduces the 
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pain which the initiates used to undergo to prove that they were strong.  In some communities 

female circumcision has been criticized by human rights activists. As a result of  this  many girls 

don’t show respect to their parents and they are not decent in the way they dress. In some ethnic 

groups this rite has declined completely due to coming of Christianity,  clear examples are the 

Luo community of Western Kenya who used to remove six lower teeth.  In some cases adult 

maturity is attained when one graduates  from a high school after which, many persons marry 

and take on family and civic responsibility. However, with the advent of college education for a 

large majority of youth, college graduation is now  seen as the sign that one is a mature adult and 

ready to take one’s place in the society. Also in the process of initiation today there is no link 

with the ancestors as it used to be.  Nowadays coming into adulthood is a long process and it 

seems to be getting longer as it takes longer to finish studies. Consequently, people get married 

in their late twenties and early thirties while the voting age of eighteen years and the drinking 

age of twenty one year’s seem to be  major marks of adulthood. Initiation rituals are now defunct 

as they have been surpassed by time and cultural dynamics and young priest and politicians are 

enthroned as elders. On the other hand some ethnic group like Maasai, the Bakisu of Uganda and 

the Turkana of Kenya are still very conservative in their  rituals. 

Marriage 

Marriage vows today are like sinking sand. People say, “I do” and in a blink of an eye, they’re 

filing for divorce. In fact, I may not be right but in my experience marriage is no longer sacred. 

In many countries though not legalized there are same sex marriages, a  vivid example are the 

Kenyans who tied the knot in London three months ago. In Africa this kind of marriage was not 

accepted and even God did not approve this kind of marriage. 

The value of marriage has changed from “till death do us part” to that of “till divorce do us part”. 

Marriage shouldn’t be seen as something easily fixable with divorce. The increasing divorce rate 

causes the legitimacy of marriage to decline. It is  a binding agreement between a man and a 

woman, getting divorced is like breaking a promise, so many people  view marriage as easily 

fixable and thus the value of it seems to wear off. In some ethnic groups a man and a woman can 

live together for more than five years especially those who are slum dwellers, for example those 

in Kibera in Kenya.  They gain all of the legal benefits of being married even without the formal 

ceremony. Should this really be so? If anyone can be living with the same person for more than 

five years and maybe having love affairs outside also, then what is the point of marriage? This is 

another reason why the meaning of marriage is dying. Now that many people don’t have to get 

married to gain all of the marriage benefits what should really marriage really stand for? If it 

really is a legally binding contract between a man and a woman then how it is that unmarried 

couples are allowed the same benefits as married couples? 

Another reason why marriage is weakening in meaning and value is that couples get married as a 

result of unprotected sex leading to an  unexpected child, and this compels a person to take 

responsibility for  a child as a  father.  This normally happens in  holy seminarians who are being 

advised to leave the congregation to go and take  responsibility if it is proved that the child 

belongs to him . Many ethnic groups used to practice polygamy and  the Luo of Western Kenya 

was known for this. Their men were allowed to have five wives. This is no longer a common 

arrangement due to the coming of Christianity and economic crises 
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 Another ritual which was practiced by some African tribes was wife inheritance that allowed the 

brother or close relatives of a man to inherit his wife in the case of his death. Recently it’s slowly 

dying away due to the fear of it spreading diseases like AIDS and coming of Christianity.  The 

institution of marriage is on the decline why? A mature couple coming together for convenience 

and for procreation if they wish, is losing meaning as many couples do not bother to legitimize 

their union. Has taken the  marriage form of” come- we- stay” and this in most cases takes place 

without the consent of their families. In certain countries, Gay men and women are gaining 

marriage right and same sex marriage is now legal  in Netherlands. This weakens the meaning 

and value of marriage as an intuition. Last but not least dowry price used to be paid as proposed 

by the girl’s family only after finding out if the bride to be was a virgin. Today it does not matter 

much, whether she is  virgin or not.  Dowry has to be paid as agreed. 

Marriage isn’t dead, but there  some aspects of marriage that seem to be dying and traditional 

views about getting married for love are changing for various reasons. As we saw,  some people 

don’t even get married and still have all the same benefits as married couples. 

Death 

People living in the urban areas have lost the communal aspect of sharing grief unlike those in 

the rural areas. Dying is still a strange event in the life of human beings. A Luo never dies, he is 

always killed, and in most cases, you find some neighbor being accused whenever a person dies.  

There were ethnic group like the Luo and the Maasai. They used to bury the dead  in their 

ancestral home but nowadays they can bury them anywhere and those rituals like slaughtering 

animals to please the ancestors are fading in some ethnic  groups as  increasingly  people are 

being buried in the cemetery far from home. In fact, it was not easy for a Luo to be buried 

outside his ancestral home. In Kenya when  the prominent criminal lawyer S.M. Otieno died his 

wife wanted to bury him in Nairobi but the family blocked her plans by going to court. The 

family  believed that a Luo should be buried on the ancestral land and according to Professor 

Odera Akango  a people will must be set aside if it is thought to violate the taboo of the people.   

 As a way of conclusion, the relevance of the rites of passage has lost meaning in the modern 

world. This has been due to modernity which has come with cultural pluralism and the so called 

globalization. As seen above, Christianity has played a key in the erosion of some cultural 

values hidden in these rites of birth by terming them Satanic? Where is the world heading if it 

turns into NORMLESSNESS?    

By Charles Ouma. MSFS 

 

QUOTATIONS. 

Look back and thank God, look forward and trust God, look around and serve God, look within 

and find God, count your  blessing be grateful for what you have been blessed with. 

 

Like birds, let’s leave behind what we don’t need to carry into the New Year. grudges, sadness, 

fear and regrets. Rather let’s look to 2010 for the fulfillment of our dreams. 

 

God isn’t vile but He is all about you. He is not cartel, Safaricom and Vodacom, but He makes 

life better. He isn’t even mean for look, he is everywhere you go. Have a splendid crossover. 
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No shadow to depress you, only joy to surround you, many friends to love you, God  to  bless 

you, these are my prayers for you today, tomorrow and forever. 

 

Only God can lift people from zero to hero, from nothing to something, from nobody to 

somebody. Keep trusting and praying because our God cares. 

 

Today’s beautiful moments are tomorrows beautiful memories.  

It is not what happens in our life that matters most; it is what our heart does with it, who it shares 

it with and what together they learn from it. 

 

Greatness is like a coin, the second face shows humility. 

 

The greatest thing in this world is not so much where we are but in what direction we are 

moving. 

 

After climbing to the top of a hill, you realize that there are many more hills and mountains to 

climb. 

 

Remain silent and you will never regret it: speak, and you often will. 

 

A good morning is God’s way of saying. One more time live life and make a difference, touch 

one heart, encourage one mind and inspire one soul. 

 

The heart of a friend does not get old. It knows no time, no age. It does not get weary, because it 

takes no effort. It just cares shares and goes on and on because of loving can’t forget you. 

 

Be full of love for others, following the example of Christ who loved you and gave himself to 

God as a sacrifice to take away your sins. The greatest you can give someone is your time. 

Remember that many are the plans in a man’s heart, but it is the lord’s purpose that prevails. 

 

Remember we live by hoping. It’s hope that makes us think of tomorrow. Without hope there is 

no tomorrow. Without tomorrow no commitment and without commitment there is no tomorrow 

at all. 

 

Value each precious moment. Morning brings hope, afternoon brings joy, evening brings love 

and night brings rest. 

 

Love begins in the heart of God and is complete when it reaches the heart of man. 

 

We  are pencils in the hands of the creator. We must bear the pain of sharpening and erase our 

mistakes when we realize them. 
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Love those who shares, eyes that see with feelings, ears that hear with actions and mind that 

contemplates tranquil moment and charming moon. 

 

The power of obedience. The  lake of genesareth had denied its fishes to peters nets. A whole 

night in vain. Then obedient he lowered his net to the water  and he got fishes. 

JAMES KARANJA. FIRST YEAR M.AFR. 

 

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND. 

Lake Victoria is the biggest lake in East Africa shared by Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania. It so 

happened one day in the evening, on the lake shore known as  Kasenyi ,that two tourists Jack and 

his girl friend Joan, were taking photos of the lake view. Jack saw a young boy at a distance of 

10 metres channeling a wooden boat at a terrible speed. With great surprise he called out Joan. 

“Come and see’’ .He took up his camera and quickly ran to meet the boy, who was almost at the 

shore. Without minding his girl friend, he requested  a ride around the lake and the boy accepted 

on condition that he had to give him Ug. Shs.2000.  

Jack asked “How old are you’’ “Am making 13 in this July’’ replied Lutaaya.Are you schooling 

‘’ Lutaaya laughed as he gazed at Jack. “Studying for what”? I earn my money through fishing, 

and then in the evening I go and watch films. Am now planning to marry in 4 years time”. ‘’You 

have lost quarter of your life’’ said Jack.’’Do you know how to read and write’’ ‘’I don’t even 

need to’’ replied Lutaaya. ‘’You have lost another quarter of your life’’.  

When they were almost in the middle of the lake two big hippopotamus were visible in the 

distance.Lutaaya said to Jack’’ You have all along been asking me questions, now it is my turn 

to ask you’’ “Which profession are you’’ “Am a lawyer, married with two kids and I own a big 

telephone company in Canada’’ replied the terrified tourist. Do you know how to swim ‘No my 

master’ Can you tell your degrees to rescue you from the hippopotamus”. You told me that I lost 

half of my life but you are going to lose the whole of your life at once. BY Kivumbi Deus. 

REFLECTION. 

Life conquers death. 

Different people have different answers to life. For some life means eating good food, dancing, 

sex, drugs to  disguising their identity that is refusing to face reality. Some take life to mean only 

what concerns the flesh. Stand for what you are; do not disguise your identity. 

We have to die in order to live. The cross of Christ is a sign of suffering and a sign of victory. As 

a Christian (especially in religious life) one is called to a life of holiness. One can ask this 

question; “what transformation has Christ done to my life?” A  Christian should be an example 

for others to emulate. Be challenged in order to challenge others:‘It is not I who live but Christ 

lives in me. 

Look for things in heaven because where your treasure is, there also your heart will be. The way 

you live your life should express your religiosity. We need faith. God has called us out of his 

love for us. We must share Christ’s life. Through prayer we may be able to take risks. A life 

without risk is not worth living. 

References: Ezekiel 3:16, 17, 18; John 11:24, 25; Col 3:12 – 17; John 10:10; John 4:7; Col 3: 1 – 

4; Mk 9: 30 – 32; Mt 16: 21 – 23; Mt 17: 22 – 23; Lk 9: 43 – 45.  
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By Daniel Akello.  

 

WHAT IS YOUR ANSWER TO NIETZSCHE? 

Existentialism is one of the courses I am doing this year. It is the philosophy that is down 

to earth. It is not about abstract things  but about actual day to day life. Friedrich Nietzsche who 

is one of the  existentialist philosophers  has impressed me greatly with his philosophy. Being 

born in a Christian family he became an atheist in his latter days. From many themes he talked 

about, I pick one statement which is confusing if not 

digested critically. It is the statement which people 

believing in God may not like to hear.  

“God is dead” is the statement I wish to share with 

you. When you read it in its three words, you may accuse 

him for what he said especially if you believe in God. 

However, he said it because he saw the way people had 

neglected their faith in God and went their own way. They 

are surprised to hear of somebody looking for God in the 

market place. They tell him plainly that God is dead and 

you and I have killed him. We have killed him in our hearts. 

It is by rationalism and science that we have killed him. Nietzsche himself wants the replacement 

of God by the superman who is to create new moral values apart from God’s Christian moral 

values which were lived formally when his reign on earth was recognized.    

Looking at the scandals in the church itself where the children are sexually abused. I do 

not see the possibility for the person doing these acts to talk against them well. If then our 

leaders of the church who are the people to help us know more about God and his decrees go 

against His will, how much will the followers do so? This shows me that they teach things which 

they are not convinced of. They have taken it as a professional like politics because most of the 

politicians say what can help them capture the attention of people to get what they want from 

them. The truth is not their concern. Religious leaders are falling in this too. Actions speak 

louder than words. Talking  against something and doing it yourself is bringing confusion to 

people who listen to you and see you acting.  

Not only the abuse of the children but also going against the plan of God for creating man 

and woman to be His co-creators when they are joined together in marriage. Nowadays, some 

denominations and some countries have allowed the single sex marriages. These are not 

marriages that God wanted since they do not fulfill the aim which God had in mind by blessing 

the marriage. This we call the freedom to do what we want. Though people support this, they 

have forgotten that God punished Sodom and Gomorra because of their sins one of them being 

homosexuality. They had the determination of even abusing the Angels and God could not 

tolerate any more their wickedness.  

There is also the problem of abortion. People have taken sex as something to give them 

pleasure but they are not ready to take up the responsibility for the out come of their actions. 

They want to enjoy by doing what they want not what God wanted them to do. In short, they 
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refuse the mission which God sent them to do on earth of multiplying and filling the earth. 

Abortion is mostly done by people who are not officially married. For the officially married 

people there is another trend of not having children in their marriage. The mission here is aborted 

too, the difference being that in abortion actual killing is done while I the second case, not even 

fertilization is allowed to take place. 

Turning our eyes  elsewhere, we find the killing of albinos. They have become the prey 

of their fellow human beings who see them as the source of wealth. Many have died but some 

survived losing the different parts of the body. God created us in His own image and so, if people 

had God in them they could see Him in the albinos also. If we have killed God who is a creator, 

the creatures are nothing. Therefore, it is easy  to kill them. Some no longer treat man as an end 

but as the means to obtain their goal.       

These are a  few things among others which we can see if we open our eyes. It is for each 

one of us to answer Nietzsche’s argument by looking at his or her life. “Is my life in conformity 

with God’s will or do I live the way I want to live since there is no God who guides my actions.”  

Once each one has the answer, let us start to trace where things went astray and change. God 

created us so that we can know him, love him and after our time on earth go back to him. But, if 

we do not change our ways, God created us in vain and we are saying that He is not our creator.  

Edwin Kanse M.AFRA. 3rd Year 

 

TALE OF THE WICKED GREAT. 

 

 A hero is not determined by the size of his cuffs, and a flower loses its colour because of 

the fruit it bears. Not so my dear brother and sisters in Christ? 

    He was a lion that roared in the forest silencing all the other animals, a dog that barked making 

all other dogs run away with their tails curled between their legs; a light that made the sun appear 

like a mere flicker of a dying candle. One whose titles took the MC full 10 minutes to mention as 

he introduced him: Indeed, He granted himself the title “His Excellency President for Life, Field 

Marshal Al Hadji Doctor, VC, DSO, MC, Lord of All the Beasts of the Earth and Fishes of the 

Sea, and Conqueror of the British Empire in Africa in General and Uganda in Particular; to 

mention but the most notable. 

               One who called people vegetables and ordered people to re gather because he forgot a 

word during his speech. He who wanted to conquer all his neighbors. One who chased owners in 

order to claim and inherit and enjoy their goods. Killed men to inherit their wives, one to whom 

all female tourists reported; one who once told soldiers that “I cannot give you a gun and salary, 

its enough payment and so use it to get your daily bread.” The only President who rode the 

bicycle to Parliament, one who killed to hide truth and bury knowledge. He that censured the 

press and terminated forthright journalists to keep and hide a dirty picture respectively. One 

whose good deeds were reduced to total ugliness by his unbecoming acts of inhumanity. One to 

whom war was the least of his problems and who loved it more than a cat loves milk. The 

teacher who allowed students to ask questions only after providing answers, one who hunted, 

killed and ate alone. One who postponed national work for partying, one whose contradictions  
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were summed up in the saying “mistakes in art are designs”. One who participated in 

competitions with fellow competitors under strict orders to let him win by all means necessary, 

one who employed puppets to run the country, who replaced the pen with the gun…Oh the tale is 

endless  

AMOS NIWAHEREZA            amosn20@yahoo.com M.AFR. 

 

LENT FOR A FRUITFUL CELEBRATION OF THE PASCHAL MYSTERY. 

 

The whole Lenten season is a spiritual retreat whereby we try to live fully our Christian life. We 

participate in the very struggle that brings us victory. We ought to open our hearts, to become 

realistic and to be honest with ourselves. 

The invitatory antiphon during this period is “The lord was tempted and suffered for us, come let 

us adore him.” Or “Oh that today you would listen to his voice, harden not your hearts.” 

After the Lenten season, we renew out baptismal consecration. Easter is based on our Christian 

faith. As consecrated persons (religious) we focus more on our prophetic mission to show that 

Christ is alive in us. Christ himself accompanies us in our journey of faith. 

The glory of the resurrection depends on the way a Christian has lived his life. The Easter 

experience is the fruit of the Lenten period. Jesus entered into the Easter experience by empting 

himself and taking the form of a slave. We also need to empty ourselves of all that is not in line 

with God’s will. The victory of Christ for us begins now during this moment of our on-going 

transformation/conversion. Through the Easter experience of Jesus, we share also in his glory. 

We must empty  ourselves what is not in conformity with God. 

We are called to confess our sins before God and not to give a litany of our virtues, Cf. Lk 18:9 – 

14. In humility we are justified and exalted but pride hinders the heart from receiving God’s 

grace. 

“If you are able to respect the body by living your celibacy, it is because of humility, for if you 

are proud you have begun losing it, and if you think you are better than your bishop then you 

have already lost it.” (Saint Polycarp of Smyrna.) 

Christ is calling us to enter into his school by empting ourselves so that we may be able to enjoy 

the glory of Easter. We are called to participate in Easter by prior preparation through penance 

and reconciliation. In order to celebrate victory over death and sin, we also ought to confess our 

sins-how can you celebrate the victory over sin if you are in sin? Our focus ought to be on our 

own sins first without looking at sins of the others which suffocate our vision and make us feel 

that we are just, in front of God. We must enter into ourselves and confess our own sins. 

I can’t celebrate the victory of Christ over death while I am spiritually dead. I must overcome my 

death first through confession before I can join the Easter experience. To celebrate the paschal 

mystery of Easter I must be alive. 

Lent is a time to make up for the many things we didn’t do well. 

Reflection from Daniel Akello. 

 

PATH OF LIGHT.  

( Psalms 119:105 *NIV ) 
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 For all the negative things we have to say to ourselves, God has a positive 

answer for us!  For, When You say, “It’s impossible”. God says: “All 

things are possible”. ( Luke 18:27 )  

When You say, “I’m too tired.” God says: “I will give you rest”. ( 

Matthew 11:28-20 ) 

 When You say, “Nobody really loves me”. God says: “I love you”. ( John 

3:16 & John 13:34 )  

When You say, “I can’t go on.” God says: “My grace is sufficient.” ( 2 

Corin 12:9 & Psalm 91:15 )  

When You say, “I can’t figure things out.” God says: “I will direct your 

steps.”  

( Proverbs 3:5-6 )  

When You say, “I can’t do it.” God says: “You can do all things in Me.” 

(Phil 4:13 )  

When You say, “It’s not worth it.” God says: “It will be worth it.” ( Romans 8:28 )  

When You say, “I can’t forgive myself.” God says: “I forgive you.” ( I John 1:9 & Romans 8:1)  

When You say, “I can’t manage.” God says: “I will supply all your needs.” ( Phil 4:19 )  

When You say, “I’m afraid.” God says: “I have not given you a spirit of fear.”  

( 2 Tim. 1:7 )  

When You say, “I’m always worried and frustrated”.. God says: “Cast all your cares on ME ( 1 Peter 5:7 )  

When You say, “I don’t have enough faith.” God says: “I’ve given everyone a measure of faith.” ( Romans 12:3 )  

When You say, “I’m not smart enough.” God says: “I give you wisdom.”  

( 1 Corin 1:30 )  

When You say, “I feel all alone.” God says: “I will never leave you or forsake you.” ( Hebrews 13:5 )     

 Always remember that; Every word of God is flawless; He is a shield to those who take refuge in Him.( 

PROVERBS 30:5 )   

For the word of God is living and active. Sharper than any double-edged sword,    Amen.  ( HEBREWS 4:12 )           

  JAMES KARANJA FISRT YEAR. M.AFRA. 

 

 

 

 

It is my prayer………  
 Yes it is, it was not there before my mind came to realize that there are other things outside 

myself. It was not possible for me to notice that things were bad or good, or there were other 
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people and things outside myself. After a certain period of age, I came out of the world of 

sensation to the world of intellect, and I was able to judge what is it and is not. Since I am not 

contented with a certain situation, then I said to my heart, I have to do something, yes I have to 

pray to God who will give me strength to fulfill my desire. 

 

It is my prayer, to God the Almighty, that he may teach me how to pray. This will help me to 

lend a hand to others to know the Will of God and not ours. This is because most of the time we 

find ourselves praying and demanding what we want and not what God desires for us. 

 

It is my prayer to God the Supreme Being that I may remain a human being and not an animal. 

This is because you can be seen as a human being but the deeds are the same as of the animals 

which are not conscious and not concern of their deeds. Let me be responsible of my own 

actions. 

 

It is my prayer to God the transcendental Being that He may give me strength and ability to study 

hard so that I may expand my knowledge. This is because I want to contribute towards the 

creation of a new world order where people will live in peace and harmony. Even my lecturers, 

help them to put in practice what they are teaching. 

 

It is my prayer that the Spirit of God, who is the sanctifier, is at the centre of our lives. We have 

many activities which sometimes may hinder us from having an opportunity to talk with our 

Creator. But, the Holy Spirit is the one who can help us to integrate all and always directs us to 

the will of the Father. 

It is my prayer that the Lord who is the Lord of lords to give us the ability to understand the 

importance of nature. He created it good; He gave it to human beings to dominate the entire 

creation. He gave us so that we my live well by utilizing them, animals and plants. Instead, we 

have destroyed this natural environment. Lord helps us not to be occupied by this modern world 

but through modern science, we may improve it. 

 

It is my prayer that God, the King of kings, may make us retain our faith because in this world 

we are influenced by the new traditions. The development in science has made many works easy 

and some of us have abandoned God as the Supreme Being. Everything we are doing in this 

world is because of the wisdom which you gave us. Forgive us lord, for our stubbornness of 

abandoned you in our day to day activities. 

 

It is my prayer to God the leader of leaders that may the leaders of different religions and 

governments, be the friends of truth because of the impact they have in the societies. Lord, help 

them to be models of the truth which is the light towards your kingdom. Through their teachings 

let the world be transformed from what is bad, to what is right. Let human rights be respected. 

Allow us to use your wisdom and take responsibility for creating equality regardless of colour, 

age, sex, life status or education. Let us consider what is essential to our lives and leave aside all 

unnecessary things we encounter in our lives. 

 

It is my prayer to God, who is a merciful Father, for the departed brothers and sisters who have 

dedicated their life to promoting human dignity and respect for all and to enabling the world’s 

resources to be shared equally by all. That they may remain heroes of what they fought for and 
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this was the elevation of human self-esteem. Reward them for what they did for us by teaching 

us the meaning of life, that life should be lived. 

 

These are my soul’s desires that God may grant us all what we need but not in accordance with 

our will but His and let His kingdom come and may His Spirit come and dwell with us forever 

and ever so that we may belong to him in eternity. 

By Erasto Kamugisha. 

 

The End of the Tunnel  

 For a short time we stand here on earth midway between Heaven and hell. We are put here by 

God for a purpose. Everyone in his right mind should really try to find out what that purpose is. 

If one fulfils his/her destiny, her/ his life will be a glorious success; but in case of failure to come 

up to her/ his high destiny, there will be result stark tragedy. It is therefore very important to 

know our life’s purpose and to live so as to attain it. To know the purpose of a thing is always 

fundamental knowledge. When we know what a thing is for, we know a great deal about it, but 

to misunderstand the purpose of a thing is to encounter disaster.  

 

One cannot live properly unless he/she knows his/her purpose, 

for it is necessary as a guide (just like the pillar of fire for the 

Israelites in the desert). Without such knowledge it is certain that 

our life will be a failure (architect who does not know what the 

building will be used for). Our purpose determines our action. 

Although men think over very seriously and determine most 

carefully their purposes in affairs of the world, yet many expend 

little or no thought at all upon the purpose for which they exist 

and for which God placed them on earth. Many people think so 

little on this subject and their opinion becomes valueless, that they leave this world without ever 

realizing why they came into it. We must think this through for ourselves; otherwise we will 

simply be part of that great unthinking crowd that spends its time rushing from unloved work to 

stupid pleasure. 

It is comprehensible that our ultimate purpose is to attain happiness: our whole being cries out 

for this. This happiness must be permanent, otherwise the thought that it would end would 

torment us and make us unhappy; it should satisfy both the mind and the will, for we have an 

insatiable craving for both knowledge and good; it should be supreme, otherwise we would 

abandon the purpose for what was higher and more worthy, and it should also be perfect, so we 

are made that imperfect happiness leaves us sad and restless. Our purpose cannot be found from 

or in this world. All earthly accomplishment is but a spider’s web, and death, like a broom, will 

sweep it away. Not wealth: it is only a means to other satisfactions; not honor or fame: this is 

nothing more than the sustained favorable gossip of those who happen to hear about us; not good 

health: it is only a means of being active; it cannot be perfect, and it is bound to end in death; not 
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worldly pleasures: these are passing away and they turn into bitterness; not knowledge: we can 

never acquire enough earthly knowledge to satisfy ourselves. 

 

Only God can be our Supreme Good and our Ultimate End. We are destined to see God face to 

face, to be united most closely with Him. It is our purpose in life to strive for this end. In God we 

find permanent, supreme, and perfect happiness. We are from God, we belong to God, and we 

shall go to God. God thought of us from eternity and created us. Our life is simply a preparation 

for returning to God. Our final purpose is to be united with God in heaven. Since God is our end, 

failure to know Him is ignorance of our purpose in life. Knowledge of God brings us to eternal 

happiness. 

 

We know God in this life through: Faith, which is seeing with the eyes of the soul what cannot 

be seen with the eyes of the body: Strong faith keeps our attention riveted to our life’s purpose; 

Hope, which is looking ahead with longing to the day when we shall attain our purpose: Strong 

hope makes us direct all of our earthly efforts toward heaven; Love, which is preferring God’s 

interests to our own and to everything else: Strong love  

leads us to make sacrifices to gain Heaven. Knowledge alone does not make us servants of God 

(the devil has greater knowledge of God than we have; knowledge of the law does not make a 

good citizen). Serving God requires us to keep His commandment, to take the means that God 

has provided for our help, and to be resigned to the Will of God in all things.  

 

Just as every movement of ship, from the time it leaves until finally drops anchor in some foreign 

port, is determined by its destination, so should every deliberate action in our lives be aimed 

either directly or indirectly at attaining our life’s purpose. Therefore we should remember our 

purpose and not lose sight of it at any time. Mere remembrance of our purpose is not enough. We 

must make it a guide for all our actions. Whenever we have an important decision to make, we 

must ask ourselves, “Will this bring me nearer to God or further from Him?”  

By Adiang’ Maurice Otieno- Passionist Community 

 

 

Who will do it? 

 

Nobody, somebody, and everybody are siblings who were left some chores to do in the house by 
their mum. The chores were meant for everybody but anybody could attend to them.  Somebody 
came and performed just a little as the chores were meant for everybody. 
 The rest of the work was left for anybody to come and do it, but nobody did.  
 At dusk mum called anybody to come and do the rest of the work which somebody left.Nobo dy 
ever came, everybody had gone away. 
Therefore, everybody is called upon to find his or her own particular talent, To live with 
enthusiasm, Not to let our possessions to posses us,  
To assume full share of responsibility, and  To Pray consistently and confidently.          
By Aluoch Herine Omondi 
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On arrival from Europe 

Lying in the bosom of Abraham, Or rather; in that of the RC Church, 

At Njiro, in the heart of Africa, softly, sweetly singing  of saints, martyrs and angels,  careful in 

keeping distances,  ritual and rites in good order,  bread and blessing,  responses resounding,  

holy is the lamb, 

graveled the ground on which we tread  on the way to classes 

which impart the certainty  of divine benevolence? 

God’s in his heaven, all’s right with the world and with our personal future as well.     DL 

6.2.2010 

 

On departure to Europe 

Little did I know  how different it would be. 

My words of five weeks past  shame and embarrass me. 

Reluctantly I’ve shed old Europe’s disbelief in serious heart and mind,  and must accept, in brief: 

still fire of a kind on continent deemed dark: skeptical irony  will kill, not light the spark. 

Thank you for that experience, Spiritan seminary of Njiro. 

DL 14.3.2010   By Dorothea Lehmann. 

 

LECTURERS 

REV. FR. JUSTI TARIMO  , RECTOR 

REV. FR. ERASTO SHAYO, VICE RCTOR. 

REV. FR. LUKE MBEFO, DEAN OF PHILOSOPHY 

REV. FR JOSEPH SHAYO, REV. FR OLIVER O. BRIAN 

REV FR. MAWAZO  KAVULA, REV. FR. YVES KAGHOMA 

DEACON KAWA MUSWAHILI, BRO. ARNOLD LUKOMBOLWA 

PROF PETER CLARK, MR. DANIEL OKELLO 

MRS DOROTHEA LEHMAN 

 

We would like to welcome back the following lecturers who were lecturing SMS in early 1990’s. 

Br. James Calder M.Afr. PHD holder in Philosophy, Rev fr Joseph D’Ambrosio CSSp PHD 

holder in Philosophy. 
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